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Abstract—Today’s organizations raise an increasing need for
information sharing via on-demand access. Information Brokering Systems (IBSs) have been proposed to connect large-scale
loosely-federated data sources via a brokering overlay, in which
the brokers make routing decisions to direct client queries to the
requested data servers. Many existing IBSs assume that brokers
are trusted and thus only adopt server-side access control for
data confidentiality. However, privacy of data location and data
consumer can still be inferred from metadata (such as query and
access control rules) exchanged within the IBS, but little attention
has been put on its protection. In this article, we propose a novel
approach to preserve privacy of multiple stakeholders involved
in the information brokering process. We are among the first to
formally define two privacy attacks, namely attribute-correlation
attack and inference attack, and propose two countermeasure
schemes automaton segmentation and query segment encryption to
securely share the routing decision making responsibility among
a selected set brokering servers. With comprehensive security
analysis and experimental results, we show that our approach
seamlessly integrates security enforcement with query routing to
provide system-wide security with insignificant overhead.
Index Terms—Access control, information sharing, privacy

I. I NTRODUCTION
Along with the explosion of information collected by organizations in many realms ranging from business to government
agencies, there is an increasing need for inter-organizational
information sharing to facilitate extensive collaboration. While
many efforts have been devoted to reconcile data heterogeneity
and provide interoperability, the problem of balancing peer
autonomy and system coalition is still challenging. Most of the
existing systems work on two extremes of the spectrum, adopting either the query-answering model to establish pairwise
client-server connections for on-demand information access,
where peers are fully autonomous but there lacks systemwide coordination, or the distributed database model, where all
peers with little autonomy are managed by a unified DBMS.
Unfortunately, neither model is suitable for many newly
emerged applications, such as healthcare or law enforcement
information sharing, in which organizations share information
in a conservative and controlled manner due to business considerations or legal reasons. Take healthcare information systems as example. Regional Health Information Organization
(RHIO) [1] aims to facilitate access to and retrieval of clinical
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data across collaborative healthcare providers that include a
number of regional hospitals, outpatient clinics, payers, etc.
As a data provider, a participating organization would not
assume free or complete sharing with others, since its data is
legally private or commercially proprietary, or both. Instead,
it requires to retain full control over the data and the access
to the data. Meanwhile, as a consumer, a healthcare provider
requesting data from other providers expects to preserve her
privacy (e.g., identity or interests) in the querying process.
In such a scenario, sharing a complete copy of the data
with others or “pouring” data into a centralized repository
becomes impractical. To address the need for autonomy,
federated database technology has been proposed [2], [3]
to manage locally stored data with a federated DBMS and
provide unified data access. However, the centralized DBMS
still introduces data heterogeneity, privacy, and trust issues.
While being considered a solution between “sharing nothing”
and “sharing everything”, peer-to-peer information sharing
framework essentially need to establish pairwise client-server
relationships between each pair of peers, which is not scalable
in large scale collaborative sharing.
In the context of sensitive data and autonomous data
providers, a more practical and adaptable solution is to construct a data-centric overlay (e.g., [4], [5]) consisting of data
sources and a set of brokers that make routing decisions
based on the content of the queries [6], [7], [8], [9]. Such
infrastructure builds up semantic-aware index mechanisms to
route the queries based on their content, which allows users
to submit queries without knowing data or server location.
In our previous study [9], [10], such a distributed system
providing data access through a set of brokers is referred to as
Information Brokering System (IBS). As shown in Figure 1,
applications atop IBS always involve some sort of consortium
(e.g., RHIO) among a set of organizations. Databases of different organizations are connected through a set of brokers, and
metadata (e.g. data summary, server locations) are “pushed”
to the local brokers, which further “advertise” (some of) the
metadata to other brokers. Queries are sent to the local broker
and routed according to the metadata until reaching the right
data server(s). In this way, a large number of information
sources in different organizations are loosely federated to
provide an unified, transparent, and on-demand data access.
While the IBS approach provides scalability and server
autonomy, privacy concerns arise, as brokers are no longer
assumed fully trustable – the broker functionality may be
outsourced to third-party providers and thus vulnerable to be
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Fig. 1.

An overview of the IBS infrastructure.

abused by insiders or compromised by outsiders.
In this article, we present a general solution to the privacypreserving information sharing problem. First, to address the
need for privacy protection, we propose a novel IBS, namely
Privacy Preserving Information Brokering (PPIB). It is an
overlay infrastructure consisting of two types of brokering
components, brokers and coordinators. The brokers, acting as
mix anonymizer [11], are mainly responsible for user authentication and query forwarding. The coordinators, concatenated
in a tree structure, enforce access control and query routing
based on the embedded non-deterministic finite automata –
the query brokering automata. To prevent curious or corrupted
coordinators from inferring private information, we design two
novel schemes to segment the query brokering automata and
encrypt corresponding query segments so that routing decision
making is decoupled into multiple correlated tasks for a set
of collaborative coordinators. while providing integrated innetwork access control and content-based query routing, the
proposed IBS also ensures that a curious or corrupted coordinator is not capable to collect enough information to infer
privacy, such as “which data is being queried”, “where certain
data is located”, or “what are the access control policies”, etc.
Experimental results show that PPIB provides comprehensive
privacy protection for on-demand information brokering, with
insignificant overhead and very good scalability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we discuss
the privacy requirements and threats in the information brokering scenario in Section II, and introduce the related work
and preliminaries in Section III. In Section IV, we present
two core schemes and the PPIB approach. We discuss the
construction and maintenance in Section V, analyze system
privacy and security in Section VI, evaluate the performance
in Section VII, and conclude our work in Section VIII.
II. T HE P ROBLEM
A. Vulnerabilities and the Threat model
In a typical information brokering scenario, there are three
types of stakeholders, namely data owners, data providers,
and data requestors. Each stakeholder has its own privacy:
(1) the privacy of a data owner (e.g., a patient in RHIO) is the
identifiable data and sensitive or personal information carried
by this data (e.g., medical records). Data owners usually
sign strict privacy agreements with data providers to prevent
unauthorized use or disclosure. (2) Data providers store the
collected data locally and create two types of metadata,

namely routing metadata and access control metadata, for data
brokering. Both types of metadata are considered privacy of
a data provider. (3) Data requestors may reveal identifiable or
private information (e.g., information specifying her interests)
in the querying content. For example, a query about AIDS
treatment reveals the (possible) disease of the requestor.
We adopt the semi-honest [12] assumption for the brokers,
and assume two types of adversaries, external attackers and
curious or corrupted brokering components. External attackers
passively eavesdrop communication channels. Curious or corrupted brokering components, while following the protocols
properly to fulfill brokering functions, try their best to infer
sensitive or private information from the querying process.
Privacy concerns arise when identifiable information is
disseminated with no or poor disclosure control. For example,
when data provider pushes routing and access control metadata
to the local broker [6], [9], a curious or corrupted broker
learns query content and query location by intercepting a
local query, routing metadata and access control metadata of
local data servers and from other brokers, and data location
from routing metadata it holds. Existing security mechanisms
focusing on confidentiality and integrity cannot preserve privacy effectively. For instance, while data is protected over
encrypted communication, external attackers still learn query
location and data location from eavesdropping. Combining
types of unintentionally disclosed information, the attacker
could further infer the privacy of different stakeholders through
attribute-correlation attacks and inference attacks.
Attribute-correlation attack. Predicates of an XML query de-

scribe conditions that often carry sensitive and private data
(e.g., name, SSN, creditcard number, etc.) If an attacker intercepts a query with multiple predicates or composite predicate
expressions, the attacker can “correlate” the attributes in the
predicates to infer sensitive information about data owner. This
is known as the attribute correlation attack.
Example 1. A tourist Anne is sent to ER at California Hos-

pital. Doctor Bob queries for her medical records through
a medicare IBS. Since Anne has the symptom of leukemia,
the query contains two predicates: [pName="Anne"], and
[symptom="leukemia"]. Any malicious broker that has
helped routing the query could guess “Anne has a blood
cancer” by correlating the two predicates in the query.
2
Unfortunately, query content including sensitive predicates
cannot be simply encrypted since such information is necessary for content-based query routing. Therefore, we are facing
a paradox of the requirement for content-based brokering and
the risk of attribute-correlation attacks.
Inference attack. More severe privacy leak occurs when an

attacker obtains more than one type of sensitive information
and learns explicit or implicit knowledge about the stakeholders through association. By “implicit”, we mean the attacker
infers the fact by “guessing”. For example, an attacker can
guess the identity of a requestor from her query location (e.g.,
IP address). Meanwhile, the identity of the data owner could
be explicitly learned from query content (e.g., name or SSN).
Attackers can also obtain publicly-available information to
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way that to each coordinator enroute only the segments that are
needed for secure routing are revealed. Last but not least, we
assume a separate central authority handles key management
and metadata maintenance.
III. BACKGROUND
A. Related Work

Fig. 2.

The architecture of PPIB.

help his inference. For example, if an attacker identifies that
a data server is located at a cancer research center, he can tag
the queries as “cancer-related”.
In summary, we have three reasonable inferences from three
distinct combinations of private information: (1) from query
location & data location, the attacker infers about who (i.e., a
specific requestor) is interested in what (i.e., a specific type of
data). (2) From query location & query content, the attacker
infers about where who is, or who is interested in what (if
predicates describe symptom or medicine, etc), or something
about the data owner (if predicate identifies name or address of
a personnel), etc. (3) From query content & data location, the
attacker infers which data server has which data. Hence, the
attacker could continuously create artificial queries or monitor
user queries to learn the data distribution of the system, which
could be used to conduct further attacks.
B. Solution Overview
To address the privacy vulnerabilities in current information
brokering infrastructure, we propose a new model, namely
Privacy Preserving Information Brokering (PPIB). PPIB has
three types of brokering components: brokers, coordinators,
and a central authority (CA). The key to preserving privacy is
to divide and allocate the functionality to multiple brokering
components in a way that no single component can make a
meaningful inference from the information disclosed to it.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of PPIB. Data servers and
requestors from different organizations connect to the system
through local brokers (i.e., the green nodes in Fig. 2). Brokers
are interconnected through coordinators (i.e., the white nodes).
A local broker functions as the “entrance” to the system. It
authenticates the requestor and hides his identity from other
PPIB components. It would also permute query sequence to
defend against local traffic analysis.
Coordinators are responsible for content-based query routing and access control enforcement. With privacy-preserving
considerations, we cannot let a coordinator hold any rule in
the complete form. Instead, we propose a novel automaton
segmentation scheme to divide (metadata) rules into segments
and assign each segment to a coordinator. Coordinators operate collaboratively to enforce secure query routing. A query
segment encryption scheme is further proposed to prevent
coordinators from seeing sensitive predicates. The scheme
divides a query into segments, and encrypts each segment in a

Research areas such as information integration, peer-to-peer
file sharing systems and publish-subscribe systems provide
partial solutions to the problem of large-scale data sharing.
Information integration approaches focus on providing an integrated view over a large number of heterogeneous data sources
by exploiting the semantic relationship between schemas of
different sources [13], [14], [15]. The PPIB study assumes
that a global schema exists within the consortium, therefore,
information integration is out of our scope.
Peer-to-peer systems are designed to share files and data
sets (e.g., in collaborative science applications). Distributed
hash table technology [16], [17] is adopted to locate replicas
based on keyword queries. However, although such technology
has recently been extended to support range queries [18], the
coarse granularity (e.g. files and documents) cannot meet the
expressiveness needs of applications focused in this work.
Furthermore, P2P systems often returns an incomplete set of
answers while we need to locate all relevant data in the IBS.
Addressing a conceptually dual problem, XML publishsubscribe systems (e.g., [19], [20]) are probably the closely
related technology to the proposed research problem: while
PPIB aims to locate relevant data sources for a given query
and route the query to these data sources, the pub/sub systems
locate relevant consumers of a given document and route the
document to these consumers. However, due to this duality, we
have different concerns. The pub/sub systems focus more on
efficiently delivering the same piece of information to a large
number of consumers, while we are trying to route a large
volume but small-sized queries to fewer sites. Accordingly,
the multicast solution in pub/sub systems does not scale in
our environment and we need to develop new mechanisms.
One idea is to build an XML overlay architecture that
supports expressive query processing and security checking
atop normal IP network. In particular, specialized data structures are maintained on overlay nodes to route XML queries.
In [5], a robust mesh has been built to effectively route XML
packets by making use of self-describing XML tags and the
overlay networks. Kouds et al. also proposed a decentralized
architecture for ad hoc XPath query routing across a collection
of XML databases [6]. To share data among a large number
of autonomous nodes, [21] studied content-based routing for
path queries in peer-to-peer systems. Different from these
approaches, PPIB seamlessly integrates query routing with
security and privacy protection.
Privacy concerns arise in inter-organizational information
brokering since one can no longer assume brokers controlled
by other organizations are fully trustable. As the major source
that may cause privacy leak is the metadata (i.e., indexing
and access control), secure index based search schemes [22],
[23] may be adopted to outsource metadata in encrypted form
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to untrusted brokers. Brokers are assumed to enforce security
check and make routing decision without knowing the content
of both query and metadata rules. Various protocols have been
proposed for searchable encryption [22], [24], [23], however,
to the best of our knowledge, all the schemes presented so far
only support keyword search based on exact matching. While
there are approaches proposed for multi-dimensional keyword
search [25] and range queries [26], supporting queries with
complex predicates (e.g., regular expressions) or structures
(e.g., XPath queries) is still a difficult open problem. In terms
of privacy-preserving brokering, another related technique is
secure computation [27] that allows one party to evaluate
various functions on encrypted data without being able to
decrypt. Originally designed for privacy information retrieval
(PIR) in database systems [28], such schemes have the same
limitation that only keyword-based search is supported.
Research on anonymous communication provides a way to
protect information from unauthorized parties. Many protocols
have been proposed to enable the sender node dynamically
select a set of nodes to relay its requests [29], [30]. These
approaches can be incorporated into PPIB to protect location
of data requestors and data servers from irrelevant or malicious
parties. However, aiming at enforcing access control during
query routing, PPIB addresses more privacy concerns other
than anonymity, and thus faces more challenges.
Finally, research on distributed access control is also related
to our work ([31] gives a good overview on access control in
collaborative systems). In summary, earlier approaches implement access control mechanisms at the nodes of XML trees
and filter out data nodes that users do not have authorization
to access [32], [33]. These approaches rely much on the
XML engines. View-based access control approaches create
and maintain a separate view (e.g., a specific portion of
XML documents) for each user [34], [35], which causes high
maintenance and storage costs. In this work, we adopt an NFAbased query rewriting access control scheme proposed recently
in [36], [9], which has a better performance than previous
view-based approaches [33].
B. Preliminaries
1) XML Data Model and Access Control: The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has emerged as the de facto
standard for information sharing due to its rich semantics
and extensive expressiveness. We assume that all the data
sources in PPIB exchange information in XML format, i.e.,
taking XPath [37] queries and returning XML data. Note that
the more powerful XML query language, XQuery, still uses
XPath to access XML nodes. In XPath, predicates are used to
eliminate unwanted nodes, where test conditions are contained
within square brackets “[ ]”. In our study, we mainly focus
on value-based predicates.
To specify the authorization at the node level, fine-grained
access control models are desired. We adopt the 5-tuple access
control policy that is widely used in the literature [38], [34],
[36]. The policy consists of a set of access control rules (ACR)
= {subject, object, action, sign, type}, where (1) subject is the
role to whom the authorization is granted; (2) object is a set

Fig. 3.

Data structure of an NFA state.

of XML nodes specified by an XPath expression; (3) action is
operations as “read”, “write”, or “update”; (4) sign ∈ {+, −}
refers to access “granted” or “denied”, respectively; and (5)
type ∈ {LC, RC} denotes “local check” (i.e., applying authorization only to the attributes or textual data of the context
nodes) or “recursive check” (i.e., applying authorization to all
the descendants of the context node). A set of example rules
are shown below:
Example 2. Example ACRs:
R1 :{role1 ,/site//person/name, read,+,RC}
R2 :{role1 ,/site/regions/asia/item,read,+,RC}
R3 :{role2 ,/site/regions/asia/item,read,+,RC}
R4 :{role2 ,/site/regions/*/item/name,read,+,RC}
R5 :{role2 ,/site/regions/*/item[location="USA"]
/description,read,+,RC}
2

Existing access control enforcement approaches can be
classified as engine-based [39], [32], [35], [40], [41], viewbased [42], [43], [38], [44], [45], preprocessing [33], [34],
[46], [47], [48], and post-processing [49] approaches. In particular, we adopt the Non-deterministic Finite Automaton (NFA)
based approach as presented in [36], which allows access
control to be enforced outside data servers, and independent
from the data. The NFA-based approach constructs NFA
elements for four building blocks of common XPath axes (/x,
//x, /*, and //*) so that XPath expressions, as combinations
of these building blocks, can be converted to an NFA, which
is used to match and rewrite incoming XPath queries. Please
refer to [36] for more details on the QFilter approach.
2) Content-based Query Brokering: Indexing schemes have
been proposed for content-based XML retrieval [50], [51],
[52], [53]. The index describes the address of the data server
that stores a particular data item requested by an user query.
Therefore, a content-based index rule should contain the
content description and the address. In [9], we presented a
content-based indexing model with index rules in the form of
I = {object, location}, where (1) object is an XPath expression
that selects a set of nodes; and (2) location is a list of IP
addresses of data servers that hold the content.
Example 3. Example index rules:
I1 :{/site/people/person/name, 130.203.189.2}
I2 :{/site/regions//item[@id>"100"],
135.176.4.56}
I3 :{/site/regions/samerica/item[@id>"200"],
195.228.155.9}
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segment encryption schemes, and then describe the 4-phase
query brokering process in PPIB.
A. Automaton Segmentation

Fig. 4. The state transition graph of the QBroker that integrates index rules
with ACRs.

I4 :{/site//namerica/item/name, 135.207.5.126}
I5 :{/site/regions/namerica/item/location,
74.128.5.91}
2

When an user queries the system, the XPath query is
matched with the object field of the index rules, and the
matched query will be sent to the data server specified by
the location field of the rule(s). While other techniques (e.g.,
bloom filter [7], [6]) can be used to implement content-based
indexing, we adopt the model in [9] in our study since it
can be directly integrated with the NFA-based access control
enforcement scheme. We call the integrated NFA that captures
access control rules and index rules content-based query
broker (QBroker). QBroker is constructed in a similar way as
QFilter [36]. Fig. 3 shows the data structure of each NFA state
in QBroker, where the state transition table stores the child
nodes specified by the XPath expression as the child states
in eSymbol. The binary flag DSState indicates that the state
is a “double-slash” state. “double-slash” state, whose child
state is an -transition state that directly transits to the next
state without consuming any input symbol, will recursively
accept input symbols. Fig. 4 shows a QBroker constructed
from Example 2 and 3. Unlike QFilter that captures ACRs
for only one role, QBroker adds two binary arrays to each
state to capture rules for multiple roles: AccessList determines
the roles that are allowed to access this state and AcceptList
indicates for which role(s) the state is an accept state. For
instance, in Fig. 4, the accept list of state 5 is [1 0], indicating
the state is an accept state for role1 but not for role2 ,
and the access list of state 6 is [1 1], indicating this state is
accessible by both roles. A LocationList is attached to each
accept state. In the brokering process, QBroker first checks if
a query is allowed to access the requested nodes according to
the role type and then makes routing decision. If a query can
access only a subset of the requested data, it will be rewritten
into a “safe” query before forwarding.
IV. P RIVACY- PRESERVING QUERY BROKERING SCHEME
The QBroker [9] approach has severe privacy vulnerability
as we discussed in Section II. If the QBroker is compromised
or cannot be fully trusted (e.g., under the honest-but-curious
assumption as in our study), the privacy of both requestor and
data owner is under risk. To tackle the problem, we present the
PPIB infrastructure with two core schemes. In this section, we
first explain the details of automata segmentation and query

In the context of distributed information brokering, multiple
organizations join a consortium and agree to share the data
within the consortium. While different organizations may have
different schemas, we assume a global schema exists by
aligning and merging the local schemas. Thus, the access
control rules and index rules for all the organizations can be
crafted following the same shared schema and captured by
a global automaton. The key idea of automaton segmentation scheme is to logically divide the global automaton into
multiple independent yet connected segments, and physically
distribute the segments onto different brokering components,
known as coordinators.
1) Segmentation: The atomic unit in the segmentation is an
NFA state of the original automaton. Each segment is allowed
to hold one or several NFA states. We further define the
granularity level to denote the greatest distance between any
two NFA states contained in one segment. Given a granularity
level k, for each segmentation, the next i (∈ [1, k]) states
will be divided into one segment with a probability 1/k.
Obviously, with a larger granularity level, each segment will
contain more NFA states, resulting in less segments and
smaller end-to-end overhead in distributed query processing.
However, a coarse partition is more likely to increase the
privacy risk. The tradeoff between the processing complexity
and the degree of privacy should be considered in deciding
the granularity level. As privacy protection is of the primary
concern of this work, we suggest a granularity level ≤ 2.
To reserve the logical connection between the segments after
segmentation, we define the following heuristic segmentation
rules: (1) NFA states in the same segment should be connected
via parent-child links; (2) sibling NFA states should not be
put in the same segment without their parent state; and (3)
the “accept state” of the original global automaton should be
put in separate segments. To ensure the segments are logically
connected, we also make the last states of each segment as
“dummy” accept states, with links pointing to the segments
holding the child states of the original global automaton.
Algorithm 1 The automaton segmentation algorithm:
deploySegment()
Input: Automaton State S
Output: Segment Address: addr
1: for each symbol k in S.StateT ransT able do
2:
addr=deploySegment(S.StateT ransT able(k).nextState)
3:
DS=createDummyAcceptState()
4:
DS.nextState ← addr
5:
S.StateT ransT able(k).nextState ← DS
6: end for
7: Seg = createSegment()
8: Seg.addSegment(S)
9: Coordinator = getCoordinator()
10: Coordinator.assignSegment(Seg)
11: return Coordinator.address

2) Deployment: We employ physical brokering servers,
called coordinators, to store the logical segments. To reduce
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the number of needed coordinators, several segments can
be deployed on the same coordinator using different port
numbers. Therefore, the tuple < coordinator, port > uniquely
identifies a segment. For the ease of presentation, we assume
each coordinator only holds one segment in the rest of the
article. After the deployment, the coordinators can be linked
together according to the relative position of the segments
they store, and thus form a tree structure. The coordinator
holding the root state of the global automaton is the root of the
coordinator tree and the coordinators holding the accept states
are the leaf nodes. Queries are processed along the paths of the
coordinator tree in a similar way as they are processed by the
global automaton: starting from the root coordinator, the first
XPath step (token) of the query is compared with the tokens
in the root coordinator. If matched, the query will be sent to
the next coordinator, and so on so forth, until it is accepted
by a leaf coordinator and then forwarded to the data server
specified by the outpointing link of the leaf coordinator. At any
coordinator, if the input XPath step does not match the stored
tokens, the query will be denied and dropped immediately.
3) Replication: Since all the queries are supposed to be
processed first by the root coordinator, it becomes a single
point of failure and a performance bottleneck. For robustness,
we need to replicate the root coordinator as well as the coordinators at higher levels of the coordinator tree. Replication has
been extensively studied in distributed systems. We adopt the
passive path replication strategy to create the replicas for the
coordinators along the paths in the coordinator tree, and let the
centralized authority to create or revoke the replicas (please
see more details in Section V). The CA maintains a set of
replicas for each coordinator, where the number of replicas
is either a preset value or dynamically adjusted based on the
average queries passing through that coordinator.
4) Handling the predicates: In the original construction of
NFA (similarly as described in QFilter [36] and QBroker [9]),
a predicate table is attached to every child state of an NFA
state as shown in Fig. 3. The predicate table stores predicate
symbols (i.e., pSymbol), if any, in the corresponding query
XPath step. An empty symbol φ means no predicate.
To handle the predicates, either from the query or from the
ACR, the original strategy is lookup-and-attach. That is, if
an XPath step in the query matches a child state in the state
transition table (i.e., an eSymbol), predicate carried in that
particular XPath step or predicate stored in the predicate table
will be attached to the corresponding XPath step in the safe
query. The real evaluation of the predicate is left to the data
servers, which inevitably causes unnecessary communication
and processing overhead if the predicate conditions conflict.
We illustrate this problem with the following example.
Example 4. Consider a query Q = /site/regions//item[@id =
”30”]/name and the QBroker in Fig. 4. This query will
be accepted at state 11, rewritten into a safe query, and
sent to three data servers. However, from the index rules in
Example 3, we know that data servers at 195.228.155.9 and
135.176.4.56 do not contain the requested data. Routing a
query to irrelevant data servers yields unnecessary overhead.2

To address this problem, we present a new scheme to handle

Fig. 5. An example to illustrate the automaton segmentation scheme: (a)
divide the global automaton with granularity level of 1; (b) the segments are
linked to form a tree structure.

value-based predicates in input XML queries. We first change
the data structure of the original NFA state by adding new
fields as condition, type, and location, to the predicate table:
(1) pSymbol still stores the predicate token; (2) condition
stores the test condition; (3) type ∈ {R, I} indicates if the
predicate is introduced from an ACR or an index rule, and (4)
location stores the addresses carried by the index rule.
In processing, if the XPath step of a query does not have
a predicate, the scheme works the same as before: it looks
up the predicate table for predicates introduced by ACRs
(i.e., with type = R) and attaches “pSymbol||condition” to the
safe query. If a predicate exists in a particular XPath step,
the scheme retrieves records of the same predicate from the
table, and sends them with the query predicate to a predicate
directory server, which further examines the test conditions.
In testing, the query predicate is first compared with the ACR
predicate to determine if the query passes the access control
testing. After that, the query predicate is further compared with
the predicate introduced by the index rules, to limit the scope
of potential destination data servers. If a predicate successfully
passes both testings, we attach the location of the index rule
to the safe query. Accordingly, in query processing, if an
accepted query carries multiple location lists, it will be sent
to the intersection of the destination data servers. We would
like to point out that this scheme does not support structural
predicates (that contain twig conditions in the predicates) due
to the excessive overhead caused by waiting for responses
from the twigs in a distributed setting. Last but not least, it
is possible to employ searchable encryption approaches at the
predicate directory servers, in the scenario where directory
servers are not completed trusted. However, as we have discussed in Section II, several issues (e.g. computation) need to
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be addressed before searchable encryption could be employed;
and their use is restricted to exact (and substring) matching for
textual predicates.
B. Query Segment Encryption
Informative hints can be learned from query content, so it
is critical to hide the query from irrelevant brokering servers.
However, in traditional brokering approaches, it is difficult,
if not impossible, to do that, since brokering servers need to
view query content to fulfill access control and query routing.
Fortunately, the automaton segmentation scheme provides new
opportunities to encrypt the query in pieces and only allows
a coordinator to decrypt the pieces it is supposed to process.
The query segment encryption scheme proposed in this work
consists of the pre-encryption and post-encryption modules,
and a special commutative encryption module for processing
the double-slash (“//”) XPath step in the query.
1) Level-based pre-encryption: According to the automaton
segmentation scheme, query segments are processed by a
set of coordinators along a path in the coordinator tree. A
straightforward way is to encrypt each query segment with
the public key of the coordinator specified by the scheme.
Hence, each coordinator only sees a small portion of the query
that is not enough for inference, but collaborating together,
they can still fulfill the designed function. The key challenges
in this approach is that the segment-coordinator association
is unknown beforehand in the distributed setting, since no
party other than the CA knows how the global automaton is
segmented and distributed among the coordinators.
To tackle the problem, we propose to encapsulate query
pieces based on the publicly known information – the global
schema. XML schema also forms a tree structure, in which
the level of a node in the schema tree is defined as its
distance to the root node. Since both the ACR and index rules
are constructed following the global schema, an XPath step
(token) in the XPath expression of a rule is associated with
level i if the corresponding node in the schema tree is at level
i. We assume the nodes of the same level share a pair of public
and private level keys, {pk, sk}. After automaton segmentation, the segments (and the corresponding coordinators) are
assigned with the private key of level i, ski , if it contains a
node of level i. In pre-encryption, the XPath steps (between
two “/” or “//”) of a query are encrypted with the public level
keys {pk1 , pk2 , ...}, respectively. Intuitively, the ith XPath step
of a query should be processed by a segment with a node at
level i, and therefore, is able to be decrypted by the coordinator
holding that segment. Moreover, if a coordinator has a segment
that contains XML nodes of k different levels, it needs to
decrypt the first k unprocessed XPath steps of the query.
2) Post-encryption: The processed query segments should
also be protected from the remaining coordinators in later processing, so post-encryption is necessary. In a simple scheme,
we assume all the data servers share a pair of public and
private keys, {pkDS , skDS }, where pkDS is known to all
the coordinators. Each coordinator first decrypts the query
segment(s) with its private level key, performs authorization
and indexing, and then encrypts the processed segment(s) with
pkDS so that only the data servers can view it.

Fig. 6. (a) An example of the mismatching problem; (b) An example of
commutative encryption.

3) Commutative encryption for “//” handling: When a
query has the descendant-or-self axis (i.e., “//” in XPath
expressions), a so-called mismatching problem occurs at the
coordinator who takes the “//” XPath step as input. This is because that the “//” XPath step may recursively accepts several
tokens until it finds a match. Consequently, the coordinator
with the private level key may not be the one that matches the
“//” token, and vice versa. This problem is further explained in
Example 5 and Fig. 6(a). To tackle the problem, we revise the
level-based encryption scheme by adopting the commutative
encryption. Commutative encryption algorithms [12], [54],
[55] have the property of being commutative, where an encryption algorithm is commutative if for any two commutative keys
e1 and e2 and a message m,<< m >e1 >e2 =<< m >e2 >e1 .
Therefore, we assign a new commutative level key ei to nodes
at level i, and further assume nodes at level i share ei with
nodes at level i + 2.
Example 5. Assume the global automaton is segmented as

shown in Fig. 5. Coordinators C1 , C2 , C5 , and C8 hold the
segments Seg1 , Seg2 , Seg5 , and Seg8 , respectively. According to the level-based pre-encryption, a query “//item/name”
will be encrypted as < //item >pk1 < /name >pk2 . When C1
gets “//item”, it finds the token does not match the NFA state
“site” but it still accepts the token due to the property of “//”.
Similarly, C2 , while still not be able to process “//item”, will
further decrypt irrelevant query segment “/name” with pk2 .2
The commutative encryption is invoked by the first coordinator encountering the “//” XPath step in a query and ended by
the first coordinator whose NFA state matches the “//” token.
The entire process experiences four stages. A flag ∈ [0, 3] is
attached to a query to indicate which the stage the query is
currently at. Detailed algorithm is explained as follows:
1) When a coordinator Cm first encounters the “//” XPath
step, it sets a pointer to the first unprocessed query
segment, encrypts all the unprocessed query segments
(except the “//” XPath step) with its commutative level
key em , and sets the flag to 1.
2) With flag = 1, the next coordinator Cm+1 first adds the
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second encapsulation to the unprocessed query segments
with its commutative level key em+1 ; then it decrypts the
pointed query segment with its private level key skm+1 ,
and moves the pointer to the next segment. After that,
it sets the flag to 2.
3) For a following coordinator Cj , if none of its NFA
states matches the “//” token, it first removes one
wrapping (by decrypting with dj−2 ) and adds one
wrapping (by encrypting with ej ) to the unprocessed
query segments. Due to the commutative encryption property, the unprocessed query segments are
changed from << unprocessed >ej−2 >ej−1 to <<
unprocessed >ej−1 >ej . Then it decrypts the pointed
segment with its private level key skj and moves the
pointer to the next.
4) When a coordinator Cn accepts the “//” token, it applies
the commutative decryption to all the unprocessed segments with key dn−2 , and encrypts each of them with
the public level keys {pkn+1 , pkn+2 , ...}, respectively.
After that, it sets the flag to 3.
5) Coordinator Cn+1 decrypts all the unprocessed segments
with dn−1 and resets the flag to 0.
The core idea of commutative encryption is to wrap the
unprocessed query segments after the “//” XPath step with two
consecutive commutative layer keys, which are not possessed
by a same coordinator. The additional wrapping is kept until
the commutative encryption process is stopped by a matching
of the “//” token. In practical, we adopt Pohlig-Hellman
exponentiation cipher with modulus p as our commutative
encryption algorithm to generate the commutative keys.
Example 6. Let us revisit the previous example with commuta-

tive encryption. As shown in Fig. 6(b), once C1 accepts the “//”
XPath step “//item”, it starts to add the commutative wrapping to the second query segment “/name” by encrypting with
e1 . C2 removes the wrapping of original level-based encryption and continues to add one more wrapping by encrypting wit
e2 . C5 still does not match the “//” token, so it only changes
commutative wrapping to the ones related to e2 and e3 . When
C8 matches ‘//item”, it unwraps one layer of commutative
encryption with d2 and adds a level-based encryption with
pk5 to yield an output of << /name >e3 >pk5 , which can be
decrypted by C9 .
2
C. The Overall PPIB Architecture
The architecture of PPIB is shown in Fig. 7, where users
and data servers of multiple organizations are connected via a
broker-coordinator overlay. In particular, the brokering process
consists of four phases:
• Phase 1: To join the system, a user needs to authenticate
himself to the local broker. After that, the user submits
an XML query with each segment encrypted by the
corresponding public level keys, and a unique session
key KQ . KQ is encrypted with the public key of the
data servers to encrypt the reply data.
• Phase 2: Besides authentication, the major task of the
broker is metadata preparation: (1) it retrieves the role of
the authenticated user to attach to the encrypted query;

Fig. 7.

•

•

We explain the query brokering process in four phases.

(2) it creates a unique QID for each query, and attaches
QID , < KQ >pkDS and its own address to the query for
data servers to return data.
Phase 3: Upon receiving the encrypted query, the coordinators follow automata segmentation scheme and query
segment encryption scheme to perform access control and
query routing along the coordinator tree as described in
Section IV-A and IV-B. At the leaf coordinator, all query
segments should be processed and re-encrypted by the
public key of the data server. If a query is denied access,
a failure message with QID will be returned to the broker.
Phase 4: In the final phase, the data server receives a safe
query in an encrypted form. After decryption, the data
server evaluates the query and returns the data, encrypted
by KQ , to the broker that originates the query.
V. M AINTENANCE

A. Key management
The CA is assumed for off-line initiation and maintenance.
With the highest level of trust, the CA holds all the rules
and plays a critical role in key management. There are four
types of keys used in the brokering process: query session
key KQ , public/private level keys {pk, sk}, commutative level
keys {e, d}, and public/private data server keys {pkDS , skDS }.
The query session keys created by the user, and the others are
all generated and maintained by the CA. The data servers are
treated as unique parties and share a pair of public and private
keys, while each coordinator has its own pairs of level keys
and commutative level keys. Along with the deployment of
automaton segment, the CA creates key pairs for coordinators
and assigns the private keys with the segments. The level keys
need to be revoked in a batch once a certificate expires or when
a coordinator at the same level quits the system.
B. Brokering Servers Join/Leave
Brokers and coordinators, contributed by different organizations, are allowed to dynamically join or leave the PPIB
system. Besides authentication, a local broker only works as
an entrance to the the coordinator overly. It stores the address
of the root coordinator (and its replica) for forwarding the
queries. When a new broker joins the system, it registers
to the CA to receive the current address list from the CA
and broadcasts its own address to the local users. When
leaving the system, a broker only needs to broadcast a leave
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message to the local users. Thing are more complicate for
the coordinators. Once joining the system, a new coordinator
sends a join request to the CA. The CA authenticates its
identity, and assigns automaton segments to it considering
both the load balance requirement and its trust level. After
that, the CA issues the corresponding private level keys
and sends a broadcast ServerJoin(addr) message to update
the location list attached to the parent coordinator with the
address of the newly joined coordinator. When a coordinator
leaves the system, the CA decides whether to employ an
existing or a new coordinator as a replacement, based on
the heuristic rules for automaton deployment and the current
load at each coordinator. After that, the CA broadcasts a
ServerLeave(addr1 , addr2 ) message to replace the address
of the old coordinator with the address of the new one in
the location list at the dummy accept state of the parent
coordinator. Finally, the CA revokes the corresponding level
keys. If a failure is detected from a periodical status check by
the CA or reported by a neighboring coordinator, the CA will
treat the failed coordinator as a leaving server.
C. Metadata Update
ACR and index rules are updated to reflect the changes in
the access control policy or the data distributions.
1) Index rules: To add or remove a (set of) data object, a local server sends an update message, in the form
of DataU pdate(object, address, action), to the CA, where
object is an XPath expression, address is the location of the
data object, and action is either “add” or “remove”. To add
a data object, the CA sends the update message to the root
coordinator, from which the message traverses the coordinator
network until reaching a leaf coordinator, where the address
will be added to its location list. A similar process is taken
for data object removal to retrieve the corresponding leaf
coordinators and remove the address from the location list.
2) Access control rules: For any change in the access control policy, we construct an ACRU pdate(role, object, type)
message to reflect the change for a particular role and send
it to the CA. The CA forwards the message to the root
coordinator, from which the XPath expression in object is
processed by each coordinator according to its state transition
table, in the same way as constructing an automaton with a
new ACR: if the message stops at a particular NFA state, the
state will be changed to an accept state for that role. Then, all
the child and descendent leaf coordinators will be retrieved
and the location lists will be attached to the accept state.
If the message is accepted by an existing leaf coordinator,
new automaton segments will be created and assigned to new
coordinators. The location list at the original leaf coordinator
will be copied to the new leaf coordinator.
VI. P RIVACY AND S ECURITY A NALYSIS
There are various types of attackers in the information brokering process. From their roles, we have abused insiders and
malicious outsiders; from their capabilities, we have passive
eavesdroppers and active attackers that can compromise any
brokering server; from their cooperation mode, we have single

and collusive attackers. In this section, we consider three most
common types of attackers, local and global eavesdroppers,
malicious brokers and malicious coordinators. We first analyze
possible privacy breakages caused by each of them, and then
summarize possible privacy exposures in Figure I.
3) Eavesdroppers: A local eavesdropper is an attacker who
can observe all communication to and from the user side. Once
an end user initiates an inquire or receives requested data,
the local eavesdropper can seize the outgoing and incoming
packets. However, it can only learn the location of local broker
from the captured packets since the content is encrypted. Although local brokers are exposed to this kind of eavesdroppers,
as a gateway of DIBS system, it prevents further probing
of the entire DIBS. Although the disclosed broker location
information can be used to launch DoS attack against local
brokers, a backup broker and some recovery mechanisms can
easily defend this type of attacks. As a conclusion, an external
attacker who is not powerful enough to compromise brokering
components is less harmful to system security and privacy.
A global eavesdropper is an attacker who observes the traffic
in the entire network. It watches brokers and coordinators
gossip, so it is capable to infer the locations of local brokers
and root-coordinators. This is because the assurance of the
connections between user and broker, and between broker
and root-coordinator. However, from the later-on communication, the eavesdropper cannot distinguish the coordinators
and the data servers. Therefore, the major threat from a global
eavesdropper is the disclosure of broker and root-coordinator
location, which makes them targets of further DoS attack.
4) Single malicious broker: A malicious broker deviates
from the prescribed protocol and discloses sensitive information. It is obvious that a corrupted broker endangers user
location privacy but not the privacy of query content. Moreover, since the broker knows the root-coordinator locations,
the threat is the disclosure of root-coordinator location and
potential DoS attacks.
5) Collusive coordinators: Collusive coordinators deviate
from the prescribed protocol and disclose sensitive information. Consider a set of collusive (corrupted) coordinators in
the coordinator tree framework. Even though each coordinator
can observe traffic on a path routed through it, nothing will
be exposed to a single coordinator because (1) the sender
viewable to it is always a brokering component; (2) the
content of the query is incomplete due to query segment
encryption; (3) the ACR and indexing information are also
incomplete due to automaton segmentation; (4) the receiver
viewable to it is likely to be another coordinator. However,
privacy vulnerability exists if a coordinator makes reasonable
inference from additional knowledge. For instance, if a leafcoordinator knows how PPIB mechanism works, it can assure
its identity (by checking the automaton it holds) and find out
the destinations attached to this automaton are of some data
servers. Another example is that one coordinator can compare
the segment of ACR it holds with the open schemas and make
reasonable inference about its position in the coordinator tree.
However, inference made by one coordinator may be vague
and even misleading.
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Privacy
type
User Location
Query
Content

local eavesdropper
Exposed

global
eavesdropper
Exposed

malicious collusive coordinators
broker
Exposed
Protected

Protected

Exposed

Exposed

AC Policy

Protected

Protected

Protected

Index
Rules
Data Distribution
Data Location

Protected

Protected

Protected

Protected

Protected

Protected

Protected

Beyond suspicion

Protected

Exposed only with
compromised
root
coordinator
Exposed if path coordinators collude
Exposed if path coordinators collude
Exposed if path coordinators collude
Exposed with malicious
leaf coordinators

TABLE I
T HE POSSIBLE PRIVACY EXPOSURE CAUSED BY FOUR TYPES OF
ATTACKERS : LOCAL EAVESDROPPER (LE), GLOBAL EAVESDROPPER (GE),
MALICIOUS BROKER (MB), AND COLLUSIVE COORDINATORS (CC).

VII. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the performance of proposed
PPIB system using end-to-end query processing time and
system scalability. In our experiments, coordinators are coded
in Java (JDK 5.0) and results are collected from coordinators
running on a Windows desktop (3.4G CPU). We use the
XMark [56] XML document and DTD, which is wildly used
in the research community. As a good imitation of real world
applications, the XMark simulates an online auction scenario.
A. End-to-End Query Processing Time
End-to-end query processing time is defined as the time
elapsed from the point when query arrives at the broker until
to the point when safe answers are returned to the user. We
consider the following four components: (1) average query
brokering time at each broker/coordinator (TC ); (2) average network transmission latency between broker/coordinators
(TN ); (3) average query evaluation time at data server(s)
(TE ); and (4) average backward data transmission latency
(Tbackward ). Query evaluation time highly depends on XML
databases system, size of XML documents, and types of XML
queries. Once these parameters are set in the experiments, TE
will remain the same (at seconds level [57]). Similarly, the
same query set and ACR set will create the same safe query
set, and the same data result will be generated by data servers.
As a result, TE and Tbackward are not affected by the brokercoordinator overlay network. We only need to calculate and
compare the total forward query processing time (Tf orward ) as
Tf orward = TC × NHOP + TN × (NHOP + 1). It is obvious
that Tf orward is only affected by TC , TN , and the average
number of hops in query brokering, NHOP .
1) Average query processing time at the coordinator.:
Query processing time at each broker/coordinator (TC ) consists of: (1) access control enforcement and locating next coordinator (Query brokering); (2) generating a key and encrypting
the processed query segment (Symmetric encryption); and (3)
encrypting the symmetric key with the public key created by
super node (Asymmetric encryption).
To examine TC , we manually generate 5 sets of access
control rules, and partition the rules of each set into segments

(a) Average query brokering
time at a coordinator. X: Number of keywords at a query broker; Y: Time (s)
Fig. 8.

(b) Average symmetric and asymmetric encryption time. X: Number
of keywords at a query broker; Y:
Time (ms)

Estimate the overall processing time at each coordinator.

(keywords), which are assumed to be assigned to different coordinators in the following evaluation. From set 1 to set 5, the
number of keywords held by one coordinator increases from
1 to 5. We also generate 1000 synthetic XPath queries and
similarly divide the query into segments. In the experiment,
we adopt the off-the-shelf cryptographic algorithms, 3DES for
symmetric encryption and 1024-bit key length RSA (in practice, RSA-OAEP: RSA with optimal asymmetric encryption
padding is recommended to defend against adaptive chosenciphertext attacks) for asymmetric encryption. Figure 8(a)
shows that query brokering time is at milliseconds level, and
increases linearly with the number of keywords at a site.
As shown in Figure 8(b), since the data size is very small
(the XPath token on average is 128 bits), encryption time
for both symmetric and asymmetric encryption schemes is
at milliseconds level, while the asymmetric encryption time
dominates the total query processing time at each coordinator.
As a result, average (TC ) is about 1.9 ms. Query processing
time at brokers and leaf-coordinators are shorter but still in
the same level. For simplicity, we adopt the same value (i.e.,
1.9 ms) for the average query processing time at brokers and
coordinators.
2) Average network transmission latency.: We adopt average Internet traffic latency 100 ms as a reasonable estimation of
TN (from Internet traffic report) instead of using data collected
from our gigabyte Ethernet.
3) Average number of hops.: We consider the case in which
a query Q is accepted or rewritten by n ACRs {R1 , ..., Rn }
into the union of n safe sub-queries {Q01 , ..., Q0n }. When an
accepted/rewritten sub-query Q0i is processed by the rule Ri ,
the number of hops is determined by the number of segments
of Ri . In the experiment, we generate a set of 200 synthetic
access control rules and 1000 synthetic XPath queries.
It is obvious to see that the more segments the global
automaton is divided into, the more coordinators are needed
and the less scalable the system is, due to the increased
query processing cost. However, higher granularity leads to
better privacy preserving performance. We choose the finestgranularity automaton segmentation (each XPath step of an
ACR is partitioned as one segment and kept at one coordinator)
for maximum privacy preserving. Our experiment result shows
that NHOP is 5.7, and the maximum number of hops of all
queries is 8.
4) End-to-end query processing time.: From above experiment results, the total forward query processing time is calculated as Tf orward ' 1.9 × 5.7 + 100 × (5.7 + 1) ' 681(ms). It
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X: number of access control rules; Y: number of coordinators.

(a) Using simple path rules.
Fig. 9.

(b) Using XPath rules with wildcards.

X: number of queries in a unit time; Y: number of total segments in the system.

(a) Using simple XPath rules (b) Using simple XPath
and simple XPath queries.
queries and rules with
wildcards.

System scalability: number of coordinators.

is obvious that network latency TN ∗ (NHOP + 1) dominates
total forward end-to-end query processing time, because the
value of TC is negligible compared with TN . Moreover, since
TN remains the same (as an estimation from Internet traffic),
NHOP becomes the deterministic factor that affects end-toend query processing time. Note that for other information
brokering systems, although they use different query routing
scheme, network latency is not avoidable. As a conclusion, the
proposed PPIB approach achieves privacy-preserving query
brokering and access control with limited computation.
B. System Scalability
We evaluate the scalability of the PPIB system against
complicity of ACR, the number of user queries, and data size
(number of data objects and data servers).
1) Complicity of XML schema and ACR.: When the segmentation scheme is determined, the demand of coordinators
is determined by the number of ACR segments, which is
linear with the number of access control rules. Assume finest
granularity automaton segmentation is adopted, we can see that
the increase of demanded number of coordinators is linear or
even better, as shown in Figure 9(a) and (b). This is because
similar access control rules with same prefix may share XPath
steps, and save the number of coordinators. Moreover, different
ACR segments (or, logical coordinators) may reside at the
same physical site, thus reduce the actual demand of physical
sites. In this framework, the number of coordinators, m, and
the height of the coordinator tree, h, are highly dependent on
how access control policies are segmented.
2) Number of queries: Considering n queries submitted
into the system in a unit time, we use the total number of
query segments being processed in the system to measure the
system load. When a query is accepted as multiple sub-queries,
all sub-queries are counted towards system load. For a query
rejected after i steps, the first i segments are counted.
We generate 5 sets of synthetic ACRs and 10 sets of
synthetic XML queries with different wildcard (i.e. “/*”
and “//”) probabilities at each XPath step. Figure 10 shows
system load vs. number of XPath queries in a unit time. In
particular, Figure 10(a) only has simple path rules (no wildcard
or predicate), and Figure 10(b) has rules with wildcards.
In both cases, system load increases linearly and average
segments per query is less than 10. Figure 10(c) and (d) use the
same set of ACRs as in Figure 10(b), but add wildcards into
queries with probability 5% and 10% at each step, respectively.

(c) Using queries and rules (d) Using query and ACR with
with 5% wildcards probability 10% wildcards probability at
at each XPath step.
each XPath step.
Fig. 10.

System scalability: number of query segments.

In the worst case, a query is processed no more than 50
segments. Moreover, we can see that larger ACR leads to
higher system load, but the increase appears to be linear in
all cases.
3) Data size: When data volume increases (e.g. adding
more data items into the online auction database), the number
of indexing rules also increases. This results in increasing of
the number of leaf-coordinators. However, in PPIB, query indexing is implemented through hash tables, which is scalable.
Thus, the system is scalable when data size increases.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
With little attention drawn on privacy of user, data, and
metadata during the design stage, existing information brokering systems suffer from a spectrum of vulnerabilities associated with user privacy, data privacy, and metadata privacy. In this paper, we propose PPIB, a new approach to
preserve privacy in XML information brokering. Through
an innovative automaton segmentation scheme, in-network
access control, and query segment encryption, PPIB integrates
security enforcement and query forwarding while providing
comprehensive privacy protection. Our analysis shows that it is
very resistant to privacy attacks. End-to-end query processing
performance and system scalability are also evaluated and the
results show that PPIB is efficient and scalable.
Many directions are ahead for future research. First, at
present, site distribution and load balancing in PPIB are
conducted in an ad-hoc manner. Our next step of research
is to design an automatic scheme that does dynamic site
distribution. Several factors can be considered in the scheme
such as the workload at each peer, trust level of each peer,
and privacy conflicts between automaton segments. Designing
a scheme that can strike a balance among these factors is
a challenge. Second, we would like to quantify the level of
privacy protection achieved by PPIB. Finally, we plan to minimize (or even eliminate) the participation of the administrator
node, who decides such issues as automaton segmentation
granularity. A main goal is to make PPIB self-reconfigurable.
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